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this give an account of it. I attempted my best to convey this report with all the proper data and 

actualities. 

Sincerely 
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Executive Summary 

The examination of this report is the reflection of a champion among the travel agency giants 

giants "Talon Corporation" and how they figured out how to keep up a work environment with 

worker of various age alongside the conceivable outcomes to improve it for them. The initial 

segment essentially depicts the targets, approach, extension and confinement of the report. The 

second part relies upon the information of the affiliation determining the verifiable setting of the 

relationship at to begin with, by then took after by first experience with the world, which 

methods for the logo, the mission and vision decree, key regards, operational framework, the 

records of administration evaluation and standard grade, "Talon Corporation's responsibility in 

movement Agencies and the reward it has achieved. In the third segment it is absolutely in 

perspective on the entry level position program. The possibility of the action which inspects the 

age concentrates and how they are unique in relation to each other. This part elucidates the 

predictable activities in Talon as well as in general in the entire work .And after that I completed 

an overview to discover the factor for changing the age situation in the working environments 

how it changes and why it changed and the effect. The second last point is the end and after that 

finally it has been a predefined reference from where a few information's has been taken to fulfill 

this report. 
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1.1 Research objectives 

At the focal point of this temporary job reports mission is to promise to estimating open frames 

of mind as it is one of the key issues and archiving contrasts in demeanors among statistic and 

practical data gatherings.  

 

A person's age may be a standout among the foremost broadly recognized pointers of contrasts in 

frames of mind and practices. On issues running from remote undertakings to social approach, 

age contrasts in mentalities can be the absolute largest and generally lighting up. Age indicates 

two essential attributes around an person: their put within the presence cycle – notwithstanding 

of whether a energetic grown-up, modestly matured parent or retiree – and their enrollment in a 

companion of individuals who were conceived at a comparable time. The thought of age as a 

variable empowers researchers to utilize a strategy known as relate examination to take after a 

gathering of people all through their livings . 

Age partners give specialists a device to investigate changes in perspectives after some time; 

they can give an approach to see how extraordinary developmental encounters associate with the 

life-cycle and maturing procedure to shape individuals' perspective on the world. While more 

youthful and more established grown-ups may vary in their perspectives at a given minute, age 

partners enable analysts to go further and inspect how the present more established grown-ups 

felt about a given issue when they themselves were youthful, just as to portray how the direction 

of perspectives may contrast crosswise over age companions. 
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1.2 Methodology 

For the motivations behind this exploration, the author has chosen to utilize a mix of two of the 

great sociologies inquire about devices – polls and meetings. The polls will be disseminated 

among administrators from a few organizations which have utilized workmanship components as 

a feature of their administration strategies, just as among deliberately chosen representatives of 

similar organizations, who structure some portion of the group of similar directors. As a 

correlative technique, the author led interviews with an equivalent number of delegates of each 

gathering. The focal points and weaknesses of every technique are talked about underneath. 
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1.2.2 Questionnaires 

Studies were picked for this examination since they are a reliable and expedient procedure to 

assemble information from different respondents in a compelling and helpful manner. This is 

especially basic concerning broad exercises, with a couple of complex objectives, where time is 

one of the huge prerequisites. This examination was no unique case and surveys were a lively 

and effective course for the researcher to accomplish different respondents inside a short time. A 

general impediment of the reviews at any rate is their fixed and demanding course of action, 

which clears out the probability for extra through and through or digest observation. Yet again, 

this examination was not an extraordinary case from this standard, as the studies gave straight 

and clear results, yet various segments from the investigation were left uncovered. 
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1.2.3 Interviews 

To figure progressively and bringing out parts of the investigation, i picked as a reciprocal 

strategy organized meeting comprising of a few inquiries, which were appropriated among 

agents of every member gathering. 

 

Meetings are regularly utilized as integral research strategy in the sociologies, since they give the 

open door for a more inside and out, open dialog, and progressively casual, free connection 

between the questioner and the interviewee.  
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1.3 Method of data analysis 

The examination of the survey results happened by methods for topical examination. . Because 

of the humble number of respondents and the diverse arrangement and answer sets of the request, 

and in perspective on the abstract research approach of the examination, I used the quantifiable 

programming Microsoft Excel to gauge the chart and measurable investigation  

 

The outcomes of the gatherings were in like manner separating physically, where the maker 

intended to recognize ordinary words, articulations, and assembling or "cloud" them together, in 

order to have the ability to choose examples and affinities in the proper reactions of the 

respondents.  

 

The results from the surveys were displayed in the arrangement of tables and frameworks. The 

genuine revelations of this composition will be inspected in nuances in the accompanying part.  
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1.4 Scopes and limitations 

There were a few issues and difficulties which I faced while directing the exploration for this 

thesis.  

 

The principal challenge was enlisting an adequate number of members. The production of the 

underlying database of forthcoming organizations took long time, and commonly the 

solicitations of the analyst were turned down, on the grounds that the greater part of the 

organizations occasionally permits the open door for outside research. In this way access to the 

members and acquiring consent for the exploration was a noteworthy test.  

Furthermore, the specialist was confined by time and cost, which decided the decision of 

progressively proficient technique, for example, the survey, rather than the additional tedious 

center gatherings or member perception.  

As far as the approach picked, there are a few confinements which should be referenced. The 

first is the way that considering the little example, the information gathered, and the discoveries 

made can't be extrapolated on a more extensive scale. As it were, the generalizability of the 

outcomes is sketchy.  

Another shortcoming of the technique was identified with the way that the specialist utilized 

interpretivist approach, which was controlled by the nature and the goals of the exploration. In 

this sense the outcomes and the accomplishments of this venture can be regarded as one-sided, in 

light of the fact that the associations between the distinctive factors have been resolved not based 

on exact proof, yet based on the scientific and judgmental aptitudes of the specialist, with regards 

to a specific scholarly field. 
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2.1 Organization History  

Talon Corporation is one of the most repeated travel agencies in Bangladesh. It started it journey 

in 2008 in Gulshan but in full face from 2010. Since then it never had to look back. Sincerity and 

honesty lead its way ahead. Now they are the giants in the travel agency in Bangladesh. Right 

now, they are the most awarded travel agency in Bangladesh by the airline companies such as 

Singapore airline, Turkish airline, Etihad, Qatar, Thai, Singapore airline. Since 2013 Talon 

Corporation received the best performance award from these company, not only that but also got 

the award from IATA 

The reason behind all the success is to train the employee from Galileo, Sabre, Amadeus the 

software company who managed the ticketing system and process more client friendly and 

flexible along with more reliability.   

 

2.2 Talon’s Sister Concern  

Since 2010 Talon Corporation is expanding its business in the related travel industry. expanding 

to serve more customer in related sector. Talon now own 4 major side along with the ticketing 

service.  

 

1. Talon Holidays: Talon holidays provide visa processing service, hotel and transport booking, 

tour package such as business tour, honeymoon, study tours and all in various countries. Talon 

Holidays are the Authentic Visa agent for Singapore since 2014. 

 

2. OTS (online travel service): Talon have another service which is OTS mainly for the people 

who are in abroad. they can book hotel and transport with the authentic travel agencies around 

the world. 

 

3. Hotel Nishorgo:  Hotel Nishorgo is one of the best hotels in cox bazar rated 4 stars in its class 

providing a world class service to the tourist both Bangladeshi and foreigner in a affordable price 

and packages.  
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4. GO9:  GO9 is an application which is in development stage targeted for the youth generation 

in Bangladesh who travel frequently. The base of the app is to manage ticket easily and easy 

payment system using Bangladeshi local online payment methods as still a lot of people are not 

using visa or MasterCard. 

 

 2.3 Employees and Powerhouse 

Talon corporation Now have a powerhouse consist of 35 employees in these sections: 

1. HR  

2. Training  

3. Finance  

4. Ticketing  

5. Visa  

6. Marketing  

7. Booking and management  

8. Customer Service   

 

2.4 Talon Logo 

The company logo: 
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2.5 Talon Goals  

To be the most preferred service provider in travel business in Bangladesh by: 

 Employing the most competent and committed personnel in the travel trade. 

 Continuous improvement in knowledge through training and development. 

 Taking initiatives in using technological advancements. 

 Having good communication with airlines. 
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2.6 Job Title  

I worked in the Talon Corporation as a HR trainee and my job was to monitor and asses the 

output came from each employee. As each employee was enrolled with different responsibilities 

regarding ticket booking, client handling, Hotel Booking, Visa process and corporate dealing and 

service.   

 

2.7 Responsibilities  

The responsibilities was to ensure that the employee maintain proper flow of output so that each 

and every customer gets their service on time along with distributing clients requirements to 

employee properly  to maintain flawless information pass .  

 

2.8 Observations  

Travel agencies are not as simple as I thought before. The flight booking system , servers and 

serve clients the best fare and fast requires skilled person with smart idea so that one can offer 

the cheap and best flight ticket along with less time in transit periods . As air ticket is mostly 

maintained with software and coding so proper world load distribution and bring out the output 

from each employee is important. And as learning this requires a lot time so study in generation 

behavior was a good opportunity for me.    
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3.1 Generation 

Generational examination includes following similar gatherings of individuals on a scope of 

issues, practices and qualities. Setting the limits of ages is a fundamental advance for this 

examination. It is a procedure that might be educated by a scope of components including 

socioeconomics, frames of mind, chronicled occasions, pop culture, and winning accord among 

specialists. Subsequently, the lines that characterize the ages are valuable instruments for 

investigation, yet they ought to be thought of as rules, as opposed to immovable qualifications.  

Each of the ordinarily utilized current ages has been characterized by an exceptional blend of 

variables.  

 

3.2 Timeline 

 

Diverse ages are less painstakingly portrayed by demography; in any case, it accept a crucial 

activity in assignments including Generation X and Millennial the two ages that sought after the 

Baby Boomers. Incompletely, this age is portrayed by the for the most part low birth rates in 

these years differentiated and the Baby Boom age that went before them and the Millennial age 

that followed them. This age is, all things considered, included the posterity of the Baby Boom 

age. Time Magazine instituted the term in a 1951 article depicting the developing age of the 

time. An age associate traversing 15-20 years will essentially incorporate a various variety of 

individuals and frequently there are significant littler partners inside these ages. 

An age associate traversing 15-20 years will essentially incorporate a various variety of 

individuals — and frequently there are significant littler partners inside these ages. Changes in 

political conditions, societal mores and financial conditions over a time of 15-20 years can 

prompt individuals inside an associate having diverse developmental encounters. Understanding 

these distinctions inside an accomplice is a fundamental part of generational examination.  
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3.3 Generation factor and behavior  

There are 5 generations, and each have different timeline and different tendency towards activity 

and vision.  

 

1. Silent Generation:  They are born in from 1900 to 1945 capturing the 3% of total workforce in 

the world. Silent are considered among the most steadfast laborers. They are exceedingly 

devoted and the most hazard unwilling. Their qualities were molded by the Great Depression, 

World War II, and the after-war blast years. Silent presently comprise of the most well-to-do old 

populace in history because of their eagerness to moderate and spare in the wake of recuperating 

from the budgetary effect of the after-war period.. Their basic tendency is given below  

 

1. Importing on duty and loyalty  

2. Tendency to stick to one company  

3. Engaged and dependable on employee and team work  

4. Have difficulty in technology  

 

2. Baby Boomer: Baby boomers are the work power of the globalization factor now wee see . An 

ongoing AARP review of 2,001 individuals conceived in this period uncovered that 63% 

arrangement to work at any rate low maintenance in retirement, while 5% said that they never 

plan to resign, some since they like working, others since they need the cash to supplant lost 

retirement funds. They are born in between 1946 to 1965. Their basic tendency is giving below: 

1. More career oriented  

2. Workaholic  

3. More optimistic 

4. Work with technology  

5. Mostly Team oriented  

 

3. Generation X: Generation X now hold the most active number of employees in the total 

workforce. Age Xers are frequently considered the "loafer" age. They normally question expert 

figures and oversee making the work/life balance idea. Conceived in a period of declining 
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populace development, this age of laborers has solid specialized abilities and is freer than the 

earlier ages.  

Since Gen Xers place a lower need on work, many organization pioneers from the Baby Boomer 

age accept these specialists are not as devoted; be that as it may, Gen Xers are happy to build up 

their ranges of abilities and take on difficulties and are seen as exceptionally versatile to work 

precariousness in the post-scaling down condition. They are born in between 1966 to 1980.  

1. Latchkey kids 

2. Independent  

3. Prefer to work alone  

4. Adaptable  

5. Seek feedback from other  

6. Need security 

7. Comfortable with technology  

 

 

4. Millennial: This kid holds the huge number or workforce within the add up to workforce 

within the universes. 25% of the complete workforce are from millennial era. This gathering is 

the most around the world driven age, having ended up an grown-up in the midst of the quick 

advancement of the Web and an development in around the world fear mongering. They are 

among the most grounded in investigating alter whereas expanding their gratefulness for better 

than average assortment and consideration. With vital picks up in advancement and an extension 

in educator programming amid the 1990s, the Millennials are also the foremost instructed age of 

masters nowadays. Moreover, they talk to the foremost gather driven age since the Noiseless, as 

they have developed up at once where gatekeepers altered very a bit of their lives with 

diversions, music, and recreational exercises to keep them included whereas their Boomer 

gatekeepers concentrated on work. A vital affect from Boomer gatekeepers is their status to 

buckle down and set goals to achieve the way of life they require.  

 

1. Most of them are both religiously and political unaffiliated  

2. Strong networking through social media and other factors  

3. At 2012 from a survey we knew that 19% of them said that other can be trusted  
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4. They are tech geek      

 

 

5. Nexteer or Generation Z: they are the generation after the 2000’s . they are not that much in 

the workforce now days but they are contributing in the workforce by creating ad delivering 

ideas .  
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3.4 Attitude Towards Workforce 

From numerous points of view, the occasions we have survived shape us as individuals. Wars 

and political developments, social issues and upsets, innovative changes – these events 

profoundly affect how we see the world, one another and the working environment.  

In excess of five ages of laborers make up the present workforce, and every age has their very 

own one of a kind perspectives on what work ought to be.  

Guaranteeing representatives from every single diverse age are locked in is a top need for some 

associations - Deloitte found the worker experience is a top worry to almost 80% of business 

administrators – however the issue lies in the way that speaking to specialists from five 

distinctive age bunches is in no way, shape or form a straight and thin way to follow. There are 

sure cliché identity characteristics that rule every age of laborers. For example, twenty to thirty-

year old are inherently eager, with a powerful urge to experience new encounters and get new 

aptitudes; Gen X are furiously autonomous with a self-starter demeanor; Baby Boomers need 

enormous successes - and they need to be recognized for them. Be that as it may, making 

changes to your association dependent on the cliché requests of various ages is a perilous 

diversion to play. 

Organization culture runs further than that. Everybody is extraordinary - a few people from Gen 

Z would be more slanted to get a book than a cell phone, while a few conventionalists may find 

out about coding than their kids (or grandkids).  

As opposed to depending on generalizations, center around the individual individuals from your 

association and their own inclinations, qualities and convictions - and make a domain where 

individuals from all foundations and inclinations are cooked for. 
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3.5 Attitude towards Management  

Diverse ages' frames of mind towards work and the executives are pertinent to present day 

organizations, their administrators, and human asset the executive’s experts just as to the 

representatives of the associations. As of now three distinct ages – Baby Boom, X and Y are 

winning in the work advertise. Numerous researchers, who dissect frames of mind of various 

ages, see that they have distinctive perspective towards association with supervisors, because of 

which diverse persuasive instruments and specialized strategies should be connected to them. 

The motivation behind the exploration was to investigate diverse ages' way to deal with work 

and the board with regards to the Lithuanian business associations so as to discover appropriate 

ways for contemporary associations to adjust to and beat generational contrasts valuably. The 

article investigations winning hypothetical ideas identifying with ages at work and presents the 

aftereffects of exact examination, which help to clarify the causes deciding contrasting frames of 

mind of the agents of various ages. The information of the exploration demonstrates that Baby 

Boom, X and millennials ages in the Lithuanian associations are altogether unique in self-

relegated individual qualities, assessments of ideal length of work relations with one association, 

propelling elements in the hierarchical condition and favored administration. These perspectives 

rise challengers for supervisors and HR masters – they have to discover singular way to deal with 

the delegates of various ages so as to guarantee accomplishment of hierarchical objectives. 

 

3.6 Workforce Scenario 

 As of now the worldwide work advertise is secured by three unique ages – Baby Boom, X and 

quickly developing Y Generation. Every one of them are in various age gatherings and have an 

alternate working style just as qualities, mentality towards work, correspondence and the 

executives. The most seasoned delegate of these ages is a Baby Boom Generation that entered 

the work advertise between the seventh and the center of the ninth decades. Right now, 

experiencing the nightfall of its vocation yet covering enormous piece of the work advertise it is 

known as an age of obsessive workers. In contrast with later ages, this age feels solid love to one 

work environment in light of the fact that "trusts that it can just work here and just do this sort of 

employment" In this regard Baby Boom Generation is like its antecedents – Silent Generation 

which is known as being especially faithful to its manager and association. On the off chance 

that the Silent Generation is alluded to as genuinely faithful to the business, the Baby Boom 
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Generation is just faithful somewhat. Gen X-ers will in general look to the association as the 

motor of their profession In the meantime, Generation X has devotion to its calling as opposed to 

association. It acknowledges association with partners more than with association. takes note of 

that agents of Generation X are not slanted to such devotion for the business as delegates of past 

ages  

 

3.7 Scientific Study 

 Research directed in my designated office for internship that, 10% of Baby Boom Generation 

guarantee the equivalent while just 40% of Generation X delegates conceded to that and just 

46% of Millennials. In any case, these outcomes may be affected not just by the attributes of a 

specific age yet in addition by the way that with time greater steadiness is needed in one's life. It 

ought to be noticed that the dimension of worker steadfastness can be impacted by the nation's 

financial circumstance. In the event that a nation is monetarily solid wide range of chances open 

up, new organizations develop, old ones grow. Accordingly, new openings for work develop, 

hence individuals exploiting this, change their work environment considerably more as often as 

possible. By the by, assessing representatives' unwaveringness we should consider qualities of 

certain age. Individual life is imperative to Generations X and Y. They pick a working spot that 

enables them to isolate work from individual life. In the event that past ages connected diligent 

work with progress and accomplishments, a vocation for Generations X and Y has not 

exclusively to give joy and be significant yet in addition not to 'steel' their valuable time. 

 

It is trusted that guardians impacted Generation X to have such a way to deal with work, since 

they buckled down themselves, "played agreeing the principles" yet their devotion to association 

neglected to shield them from losing positions . Subsequently, they are wary about the promise 

to a solitary association, don't append themselves to a solitary work environment, want to work 

just for themselves, and esteem individual life. Be that as it may, contrasted with the more 

youthful age, workers of this age need more to distinguish themselves with the association and 

stay there in view of minor commitment. Age Y, in numerous perspectives, has some 

comparative frame of mind to Generation X, be that as it may, in the meantime it is a totally 

unique age in contrast with past ones. This age is faithful to the chances of its profession and 

faithful to itself, anyway it doesn't have a feeling of unwaveringness to the association, so it is 
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hard to keep it in a similar work environment. Agents of this age typically take a gander at their 

present position as a brief stop which is a phase of learning and advancement. When they feel 

that all issues that they experience are commonplace they set out to roll out an improvement and 

move to another association. Agents of this age are faithful to the task and additionally 

administrator. In the main case they become faithful to the venture not to the association that 

they work for, on the off chance that it seems intriguing and significant, taking part in it, they can 

accomplish and make something that will be important and valuable in future. This age is 

especially spurred by intriguing assignments, preparing and proficient advancement openings, 

accordingly in parallel with the budgetary factor it winds up important to intrigue a worker with 

another errand or to draw in that person in another preparation or tasks. It merits seeing that 

different ages likewise have an inclination for trainings, anyway more seasoned ages' delegates 

organize trainings that are identified with their present place of employment, while more 

youthful workers favor trainings identified with the board and administration. Unmistakably a 

craving to have a fascinating and significant occupation is a remarkable component of 

Generation Y. Along these lines, devotion is indistinguishable from administrators' commitment 

to connect with his or her representative in a specific venture. Also, delegates of this age have a 

feeling of dedication to their administrator. This director must be fit to make right connections 

dependent on persistent correspondence and sympathy. At the end of the day, the person needs to 

turn into a good example. In any case, researchers bring up that in the closest future a time of 

work in one organization will mean a long duty rather than a short one. Consequently, dedication 

to an association will decay further in light of the fact that this timeframe is unreasonably short 

for a worker to completely recognize oneself with an association which the individual in question 

works for. 
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3.8 Empirical Research Data Analysis 

 

To know employee behaviors and their tendency I have used the caliper profile test methods with 

extending 3 major facts of birth year to identify the generation he belong , job timeline to 

measure how long he or she is been in job and the job switch pattern to know how long they 

work in a certain position or in a organization . 

 Besides the Caliper Profile estimates how a person's identity characteristics correspond to his or 

her activity execution. The test is comprised of a couple of various sorts of inquiries. The most 

widely recognized sort presents you with a progression of proclamations, and your assignment is 

to choose which articulation best lines up with your perspective.  

Alternately, there are additionally questions that expect you to recognize the explanations that 

least mirror your perspective. You may likewise experience genuine/false inquiries and various 

decision inquiries to answer utilizing a "level of understanding" scale, going from "emphatically 

concur" to "unequivocally oppose this idea." The Caliper Profile contrasts from other identity 

tests in that it analyzes both positive and negative characteristics, along these lines giving the full 

image. 

3.8.1 Survey Detail  

 

The survey was conducted within the company with the paper survey form. There were total of 

35 employee and got 32 from them for this survey. The findings are given below. We have found 

that Among 32 employee 3.13% are from Baby Boomers, 28.13% are from Gen X, millennial 

are counted as the largest 56.25% and nesters are 6.25%.  They survey result may vary from the 

ratio calculation due to having low number of respondents. 

For such the average job switch tendency is shocking. Because I have found out that only one 

survey recipients were from baby boomers and the average job switch tendency shows 3 times in 

average 40 years of experience where Gen X have 9 survey recipient’s with the average work 

experience of 14 years they job switch tendency showed only 4%.  
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3.8.2 Average work experience  

 

 

 

 

From the survey we found that the average work experience from baby boomers were 40 years 

and the Gen X showed 14 years.  But the Millennials are working really well here marking an 

average of 9 years of working periods with the average of 4 job switch. Surprisingly the reason 

behind job switch is too much dominating factors where else the Gen X errs switching reason 

was poor facility and benefits. The most shocking factor was from The Nesters as within 2 years 

of work experience they switch job 1 time which indicate that they are more like willingly to 

take freedom in terms of delivering the outcome and they are the generation don’t like to be 

dominated  along with not likely to take too much order frequently .  
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3.8.3 Extroversion (E)  

 

The identity quality of looking for satisfaction from sources outside oneself or in network. High 

scorers will in general be social while low scorers want to chip away at their ventures alone 

 

 

From the survey I did with the chart we can see that they children of post war America are not so 

much social butterfly with the colleagues rather much save, as they got they most minimal 

imprint in the diagram holding 20 inside 40 . As they are family arranged and they want to invest 

energy for the most part with family as one of the workers said amid the overview. Other than 

that, the Gen X fails got the most imprint 32 out of 40. As they are bound to do task as a group 

and group objective is most monasteries by them. This was simply the reason they are uncover in 

the work environment to pick up and accomplish objectives. In any case, the recent college grads 

are shockingly don't prefer to uncover themselves as in their age confronted some awful 

experience in regards to data hole what not. in this way, they know about keeping things in 
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private. Also, the nesters are bit liberal as they want to do independent.  

 

 

3.8.4 Agreeableness (A)  

 

Reflects much people modify their conduct to suit others. High scorers are regularly gracious and 

like individuals. Low scorers tend to 'come out with the simple truth of the matter'. 

 

 

 

 

3.8.5 Conscientiousness (C)  

The identity quality of being straightforward and dedicated. High scorers will in general pursue 

runs and incline toward clean homes. Low scorers might be chaotic and cheat others.
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3.8.6 Openness to Experience (O)  

The identity quality of looking for new understanding and scholarly interests. High scores may 

wander off in fantasy land a great deal. Low scorers might be extremely sensible. 
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This graph shows that how they are willing to take new experience or new challenge . this drives 

them to switch jobs and take new challenges . As one survey recipent told me that people are 

always looking for something new and people don’t like to stuck somewhere whtch bring 

monotonoes in there life . so when and organizating failed to monitor the enviromnent or 

recreational facts they don’t get much bonding with the co workers and thing brings them 

momentium to switch job . 

 

 

3.9 Optimal Length of Employee Relations 

 

Agents have a spot in the chain of importance of the affiliation, yet that doesn't mean anybody 

should feel not really another or be injured. Each pioneer must understand the parts of their 

association and its definitive issues. Your connection's way of life sets the point of view for the 

ace characters it uses. It ought to be obvious to every operator why they were contracted and why 

they are the best fit for a specific work.  

 

Unfortunately, various specialists simply exist in the vacuum of a work area zone and may not 

create out of it. They feel bound and oblivious with respect to how to investigate the movement 

and how to climb the ladder of achievement. A delegate may require hand-holding or to be 

ignored, anyway that isn't the laborer's insufficiency.  

In this way, this is the reason representative relationship is critical to keep up a standard to avoid 

specialist switch.  

From the overview and conversing with the worker I ve talked they pointed me couple of things 

which were significant in their perspective of being a representative of that association 
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3.9.1. Reexamine Hierarchy: Help Employees Navigate the Organization 

An organization needs to figure out how to compromise with the employee. Every worker has a 

chain of importance of necessities that ought to be tended to, for example, great advantages to 

address fundamental issues, a positive workplace, a feeling of spot to build up a sentiment of 

having a place and an approach to turn out to be expertly self-realized. 

3.9.2. Put resources into Employee Networks and Loyalty 

Leaders should look at their own professional paths as an example for personal consideration. In 

this matter one employee asked me to Name three others that have been in my network for years 

and asked me if these are reciprocal relationships. Retrace the steps of career and remember 

leaders who held one back and why. one Don’t have be that leader. When employees climb the 

ladder, they will be in organizations network. Maintain reciprocal relationships with the 

employees and teach them to do the same with others in their network. 

3.9.3. Widen the Scope of Employee Experience 

Urge representatives to venture up to the plate, past being a backup player, and take a swing at a 

major task or pitch a thought at a gathering. At the point when a worker has the certainty to stand 

up and act freely, they gain the certainty to go for broke, settle on included choices and lead.  

Solid worker/manager connections are essential to the accomplishment of the association. The 

general population and their connections off camera are the apparatuses that move the instrument 

of your organization. 
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3.10 Motivating factors 

 

When an organization hold employee from different generation maintain them from every corner 

is difficult. And every generation have different need and ways to give them proper momentum. 

Because without proper momentum it’s difficult to hold on to them. So, therefore they ways to 

motivate them are given below  

Baby Boomers  

They are most usually propelled by things other than simply monetary impetuses, with well-

known helpers being:  

1. Open doors for expert improvement  

2. Places of power  

3. Acknowledgment for accomplishments  

4. Work environment benefits 

 

Generation X 

Generation X representatives are most ordinarily inspired by things which offer them a decent 

home/work life balance including:  

1. Family-based advantages  

2. Way of life benefits  

3. Corporate prosperity  

4. Acknowledgment of accomplishment  

5. Proficient advancement openings 

 

Millennial  

employees from this generations are looking for some basic needs. 

1. Cash  

2. Chances to adapt new advancements 

3. Short, variable and quick assignments  

4. A charming working environment condition 
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Nexters  

employees are most commonly motivated by having their voice heard, equality and other 

motivators.  

1. Out of work socialization 

2. Cash sparing plans 

3. Coaching stages 
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3.11 Ways to improve bonding 

 

The more structure one can credit to his or her coaching framework to make data trade the better. 

First choose increasingly energetic agents' goals and developmental needs, and a short time later 

pair them with increasingly prepared, continuously experienced laborers to make cross-

legitimate talk among ages. Consider distinctive training models—one-on-one sessions, pack 

programs, senior organization talk sheets, and a "speed mentoring" program where agents sit 

inverse association masters to present request. Despite what system you pick, making coaching a 

bit of the business life cycle will ensure that the association's history and data continues 

beginning with one age then onto the following. Train workers and his or her chiefs to make 

strong social aptitudes to empower relationship with delegates and each other. A pioneer's basic 

commitment is to ensure that everyone in the affiliation grasps that "collaborating" isn't easy to 

refute. Make a respectful, open and thorough condition where experts everything being 

equivalent and social establishments can share their personality without fear of being judged, 

"fixed," or changed.  

Pioneers must remain open to new contemplations and give unfaltering analysis, working with 

chiefs and staff to shape the association's imperative vision. They ought to avoid foreseeing their 

own suspicions with respect to work and remain open to exchange perspectives reliant on 

generational moods.  

With the combination of multigenerational agents in the present workplace, associations can 

never again submit to customary standards of organization and the board. Affiliations can 

achieve veritable imperative favored point of view by getting a handle on the OK assortment 

among ages to make a versatile work environment that characteristics all people and keeps them 

profitable, paying little regard to age.  

Need to continue getting comfortable with managing mutigenerational laborers? Consent to 

acknowledge our free webcast to build up your perception of how to get the ages collaborating.  
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4. Recommendation 

The components related with generational contrasts can be unpredictable and covering. Analysts 

regularly consider three separate impacts that can deliver contrasts in frames of mind between 

age gatherings: life cycle impacts (once in a while called age impacts), period impacts and 

associate impacts 

 

During this internship and working with a semi corporate culture I have felt some better 

experience than my regular freelancing life and had some odd and awkward experience with the 

coworker. from my experience I can recommend with which are given underneath :  

 

1. For the baby boomer in general they are the most experienced generation in the work places 

and from their experience they have vision regarding the flexibility and situation handling along 

with contingency planning  , but as they are growing old and not that much interested in money 

providing them with benefit plan for their future generation can be a good solution and which 

will motivate them more that the old pension plan . 

 

2. In some organization people misused baby boomers for their loyalty factor. And some felt 

humiliated and switch. This is one of the major behind baby boomers switching these days. 

Usually they don’t switch job that much till these days. 

 

3. Gen X hold the 2
nd

 largest chunk in the total employee population. But they still not that much 

interested in gadgets whom are from outside of the town, so if they are given some kind of 

training   they can serve better and bring some better output. 

 

4. Millennial are the biggest of the work population. But they are not good ar teamwork or don’t 

give their best as a group so while they groom or recruit there should be a training where they 

got to know or adapt themselves as a group . It helps an organization to pass critical periods at 

ease.  

 

5. Company should allow benefit plans for specific generation or demand but they provide as a 
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whole which actually failed as different generations employee demands for different types of 

need  

6. A lot of employee switch job for not having a bonding with senior employee or vice versa. 

Employee engaging task should be there so that seniors and juniors can have a chance to know 

each other and create a work environment where everybody will respect everyone.    

 

 

  

5. Conclusion 

Working with "Talon Corporation" was an eminent undertaking to have clear idea in regards to 

HR works along with the generation study "talon corporation" helped me to take in without a 

doubt the most and essential basic stuffs which helped the transitory activity in capable life just 

as in individual life. Partaking in various activities given by the boss and by arranging he 

improved my courage. Various productive rules from various agents working under HR division 

which will help further to set the occupation in inevitable days. 
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Appendix  

 

Introduction 

 

This is an identity test, it will enable you to comprehend why you act the manner in which that 

you do and how your identity is organized. If it's not too much trouble adhere to the directions 

underneath, scoring and results are on the following page. 

 

Instructions 

In the table below, for each statement 1-50 mark how much you agree with on the scale 1-5, where 

1=disagree, 2=slightly disagree, 3=neutral, 4=slightly agree and 5=agree, in the box to the left of it. 

Test 

(1) Year of birth______  

(2) Job time duration ______  

(3) Number of Job switch________ 

 

Rating I…. Rating I……… 

 1. Am the life of the party  26. Have little to say.  

 2. Feel little concern for others.   27. Have a soft heart.  

 3. Am always prepared  28. Often forget to put things back in their 

proper place 

 4. Get stressed out easily.   29. Get upset easily 

 5. Have rich vocabulary.   30. Do not have a good imagination. 

 6. Don’t talk a lot.   31. Talk to a lot of different people at 

parties 

 7. Am  interested in people.   32. Am not really interested in others. 

 8. Leave my belongings around.   33. Like order. 

 9. Am relaxed most of the time.   34. Change my mood a lot. 

 10. Have difficulty understanding abstract 

ideas .  

 35. Am quick to understand things 
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 11. Feel comfortable around  people.   36. Don't like to draw attention to myself. 

 12. Insult people   37. Take time out for others. 

 13. Pay attention to details.   38. Shirk my duties. 

 14. Worry about things.   39. Have frequent mood swings. 

 15. Have a vivid imagination.   40. Use difficult words. 

 16. Keep in the background.   41.  Don't mind being the center of 

attention. 

 17. Sympathize with others’ feelings.   42. Feel others' emotion 

 18. Make a mess of things.   43. Follow a schedule 

 19. Seldom feel blue.   44. Get irritated easily.  

 20. Am not interested in abstract ideas.   45. Spend time reflecting on things.  

 21. Start condensations.   46. Am quiet around strangers.  

 22. Am not interested in other people’s 

Problems.  

 47. Make people feel at ease.  

 23. Get chores done right away.   48. Am exacting in my work.  

 24. Am easily disturbed.   49. Often feel blue.  

 25. Have excellent ideas.   50. Am full of ideas.  

 

 

 

 

E= 20+(1)__-(6)__+(11)__-(16)__+(21)__-(26)__+(31)__-(36)__+(41)__-(46)=__ 

 

A= 14-(2)__+(7)__-(12)__+(17)__ -(22)__+(27)__-(32)__+(37)__+(42)__+(47) =__ 

 

C= 14+(3)__-(8)__+(13)__-(18)__ +(23)__-(28)__+(33)__-(38)__+(43)__+(48) =__ 

 

N= 38-(4)__+(9)__-(14)__+(19)__ -(24)__-(29)__-(34)__-(39)__-(44)__-(49) =__ 
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O= 8+(5)__-(10)__+(15)__-(20)__ +(25)__-(30)__+(35)__+(40)__+(45)__+(50)=__ 

 

 

The scores you figure ought to be somewhere in the range of zero and forty. The following is a 

depiction of every characteristic. 

 

 Extroversion (E) High scorers will in general be social while low scorers like to chip 

away at their activities alone. 

 

 Agreeableness (A) High scorers are regularly amiable and like individuals. 

 

 Conscientiousness (C) High scorers will in general pursue manages and incline toward 

clean homes.Low scorers might be muddled and cheat others. 

 

 Neuroticism (N) is the identity characteristic of being passionate. 

 

 Openness to Experience (O) High scores may stare off into space a great deal.. Low 

scorers might be extremely rational. 

 

 


